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How we started

First, we had to find out what exactly 

‘sustainable town’ means

▶ We had a discussion with an expert - Ilian 

Iliev - an environmental scientist and the 

chairman and one of the founders of the 

Public Environmental Center for Sustainable 

Development/ PECSD/. 

https://ecovarna.info/en/

▶ ‘Sustainable city’ is a city designed with consideration for 

social, economic and environmental impact that provides 

resilient habitat for existing populations, without compromising 

the ability of future generations to experience the same.

https://ecovarna.info/en/


Aspects of sustainable development of towns

Steps towards sustainable development:

➢ providing clean air and water

➢ ensuring energy efficiency

➢ reducing CO2 emissions

➢ moving ‘from car to bike’

➢ installing renewable energy sources

➢ producing ‘green’ energy

➢ optimising energy consumption

➢ developing ‘green’ technologies

➢ creating and maintaining green areas
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Population growth due to migration by years

The data used is from the website of the National Statistical Institute of the Republic of Bulgaria

http://www.nsi.bg

Urbanisation, sub- & counterurbanisation

http://www.nsi.bg


Population - statistics (as per 31.12.2017) 

The data used is from the 

website of the National 

Statistical Institute of the 

Republic of Bulgaria

http://www.nsi.bg

Density of population /people per sq.km/: 

Varna District 124

city of Varna 1447

http://www.nsi.bg


Air quality - What is air pollution? 

Air pollution is a complex mix of tiny particles and gases, including:

● carbon monoxide  

● nitrogen oxides  

● sulphur oxides  

● volatile organic compounds  

● particulate matter (such as PM10 and PM2.5)



Air condition - What is the air quality in your city? 

We did a simple experiment to check the amount of particles in the air:

Good air quality is fundamental to our health and wellbeing. 

We each breathe about 14,000 litres of air each day. Contaminants 

in outdoor air can harm our health. Particulate matter in the air can 

contribute to heart and lung diseases, leading to hospital admissions and 

premature death. Outdoor air pollution can also cause cancer.  

shoebox lids with pieces of sticky tape



Air condition - What is the air quality in your area?

Using an air quality monitor, we measured the amount of 

particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) in various places:

in front of 

the school

on a 

boulevard

in the school 

yard

in a still 

classroom

in a dynamic 

classroom

PM10 14.3 17.9 15.1 8.9 13.9

PM2.5 29.5 37.3 32.9 24 35.2

0-50 good

51 - 100 moderate

101 - 150 unhealthy for sensitive 

151 - 200 unhealthy

201 - 300 very unhealthy

300+ hazardous



Real-time Air Quality Index Visual 

Map 

https://aqicn.org/map/bulgaria/#@g/42.271/27.0044/6z data as per 28th January 2019

0-50 good

51 - 100 moderate

101 - 150 unhealthy for sensitive groups

151 - 200 unhealthy

201 - 300 very unhealthy

300+ hazardous

https://aqicn.org/map/bulgaria/#@g/42.271/27.0044/6z


Air condition - analysis

➢ What causes the biggest pollution? - vehicles /traffic/, heating 

(burning coal and wood), dust on the roads, construction works 

➢ What can the authorities do to make this state better? 

+ encourage people to use more public transport - e.g. price 

reduction for students and pensioners; pre-paid cards;

+ create ‘Blue Zone’ paid parking system - the first one was 

introduced for the central part of Varna in May 2018

+ replace buses on diesel with hybrid buses /2 experimental ones/

+ use more trolley buses (since 1986) /11 lines/ 

➢ What can an individual do? 

- change their habits and start thinking more about the environment

- be an active member of the civil society - stand up for your rights 



Reducing CO2 emissions - moving ‘from car to bike’ 

We had a meeting with an 

expert from the Municipality 

of Varna to talk about the 

bike lanes in our city

on the map, we marked the 

existing bike lanes /in green/ and 

the planned ones /in red/

Currently the 

total length of 

the bike lanes is 

less than 20 km 

NOT ENOUGH 



Greenery

In our city Varna 

there is a big park 

called the Sea 

garden with 

various sorts of 

trees and 

attractions for kids 

and adults.

Aladja monastery is a 

good place to visit, 

too. It is the most 

popular medieval 

rock monastery on 

the Bulgarian Black 

Sea coast, which was 

inhabited by monks -

hermits in the 13th-

14th century.
The Eco park is a 

beautiful park where 

kids can have their 

birthday parties, go on a 

picnic, play sport 

games, learn new thing 

about trees and bugs, 

see other animals and 

creatures.



Social environment and facilities

▶ We need more:


